Bowls Timer with Media &
Time-of-day Clock
The bowls countdown timer clock is capable as operating as a bowls timer, as a time-ofday clock or as a display for messages and simple graphics.
The countdown timer can be adjusted from 1 min to 9 hrs 59 min. A wireless remote
controller is used to control the timer, set the display to show the time-of-day and
configure the display to show output from the internal Media card.
Three pre-programmable game time buttons are provided.

Operation
A double press of keys T1, T2 or T3 will load pre-set game-time hours and minutes to
the display. These pre-set game times can be set by the operator to any time up to 9
hours and 59 minutes and saved for later use using Edit Mode (see below). The
minimum resolution of time adjustment is 1 minute.
The time can also be manually adjusted by first stopping the clock (if running), pressing
EDIT (which causes the hours and minutes display to start flashing), then pressing the
HOUR UP/DOWN or MINUTE UP/DOWN buttons until the desired time is reached. Press
EDIT again to exit this mode.
Pressing START will start the timer counting down; pressing STOP once will stop the
timer. The colon flashes whenever the timer is running.
Pressing STOP three times in succession within 2 seconds will reset the Bowls Timer back
to its power-on state.
When the timer reaches the final minute of the game, the display will count down in
seconds.
The HORN button is used to sound the horn for a duration of 1 second at any time. If
configured to do so, the horn will automatically sound at the start and end of a game.
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The Hours:Minutes:Seconds ‘time-of-day’ clock can be displayed by first stopping the
game clock (if running), then pressing the key with the clock icon.

A further press of the clock icon key will switch the display to the internal Media Card,
from where messages and simple graphics may be displayed.

A final press of the clock icon key will return the display to the bowls timer.
Edit Functions
Pressing the EDIT key first after applying power to the display, or after applying a reset
(pressing STOP three times in succession within 2 seconds), will allow entry to Edit Mode
as follows:
The module will display ‘SET GAME’ followed by the current game configuration; for
bowls play, either BOWLS1 or BOWLS2 may be chosen. Use either set of up-down arrow
keys to switch between the configurations. Both configurations can have different
timings and horn settings attributed to them for playing different bowls game formats
Press EDIT again and ‘BRIGHTNESS’ will be displayed along with a display brightness
percentage. Use the HOUR up-down keys to change the display brightness in quantities
of 10% and the MINUTE up-down keys to change the brightness in quantities of 1%.
A further press of EDIT will display ‘SET COL’ with the game configuration shown below.
Use either set of up-down arrow keys to change the colour of the text shown on the
display between red, green, yellow, blue, magenta, cyan and white.
The next press of EDIT displays CLOCK 12/24 and allows the format of the Time of Day
Clock to be either 12 hour or 24 hour. Use either set of up-down arrow keys to toggle
between the formats.
Pressing edit again allows the Time of Day Clock to be set. Use the HOUR up-down keys
to change the hours and the MINUTE up-down keys to change the minutes.
Another press of EDIT displays ‘T1 H:MM’ with a time in hours and minutes displayed
below. This allows the time that can be recalled using key T1 to be set. Use the HOUR
up-down keys to change the hours and the MINUTE up-down keys to change the minutes
(up to a maximum of 9 hours 59 minutes).
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The next press of EDIT displays ‘T2 H:MM’ with a time in hours and minutes displayed
below. This allows the time that can be recalled using key T2 to be set. Use the HOUR
up-down keys to change the hours and the MINUTE up-down keys to change the minutes
(up to a maximum of 9 hours 59 minutes).
A further press of EDIT displays ‘T3 H:MM’ with a time in hours and minutes displayed
below. This allows the time that can be recalled using key T3 to be set. Use the HOUR
up-down keys to change the hours and the MINUTE up-down keys to change the minutes
(up to a maximum of 9 hours 59 minutes).
Press EDIT again and ‘START HORN MODE’ will be displayed. This allows the mode of the
horn at the start of a game to be configured. Use either set of up-down keys to cycle
through the available modes and durations.
The next press of EDIT displays ‘END HORN MODE’. This allows the mode of the horn at
the end of a game to be configured. Use either set of up-down keys to cycle through the
available modes and durations.
The next press of EDIT displays the software version of the Bowls Timer.
A final press of EDIT returns the display to the Bowls Clock, which will default to time T1.
All values amended during the Edit Mode procedure will automatically be saved.
Pressing the STOP key at any time while in Edit Mode will also return the display to the
Bowls Clock and save any changes.
Controller Operation
Buttons
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

HR up/down
MIN up/down
START clock
STOP clock
T1, T2 T3 pre-configured game
times
f) HORN (on demand)
g) CLOCK symbol – toggles
between Game, Time-of-Day
and Media
h) EDIT
LEDS
a) TX - transmit indicator
b) LO-BAT - battery low indicator

240 V Power
A single phase 5 A power supply is required.
supplied via an RCD protected circuit.

It is recommended that the display be
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Maintenance
The Timer is water resistant and suitable for mounting outdoors.
Clean front cover with a soft cloth and water/detergent.
Contact Details
Proto Electronics Ltd
PO Box 7577
Christchurch 8013
P: (03) 365 3366
E: enquiries@proto.co.nz
W: www.proto.co.nz
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Media Card Configuration
Initial software Installation
To edit the messages and graphics on the Proto Electronics LED display the
supplied software must be installed on a Microsoft Windows XP or later PC.
The installer PowerLed_2.80.0.exe [1], is located in the root of the USB flash
drive supplied with the display.
1. Installation directory

It is recommended that the software be installed to the default directory. In
addition make sure Windows Account control (UAC) is set to Administrator to
allow the installation.
[1] PowerLed_2.80.0.exe is the most recent version of the controller software at time of printing. Newer
versions may be available in future. Contact Proto Electronics for an updated user guide if you are using a
newer software version.

2. Opening Program
Once the installation is complete the program PowerLed should launch
automatically, if you see a Windows Firewall message appear as per below,
click Allow access. PowerLed needs network access for models which allow
WiFi display upload.
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Connecting to display via WiFi
Search for Wifi Network
In Windows, open the WiFi network connection properties. Click to join the TFWiFi xxx network, the network should shows as an open network. If a
password is requested, enter 88888888[3].
[3] Since most computers don’t allow connections to multiple WiFi networks simultaneously, you will not be
able to access other network devices while the display is connected to the WiFi. In addition, if Windows states
you have limited or no internet connectivity, this is OK.

Once Windows shows that the WiFi has successfully connected, click the
PowerLed

button.

The display panel should now show as connected. Click ok.
Editing and configuring text
After connecting to the media card you are now ready to upload text. Click on
Panel1->Program1->Text1.
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Under the Effects Options you can edit the text and experiment with other
text effects such as scrolling, flashing and shuttering. Once you have finished
editing the text, click on the red play button, a preview will appear in the
Preview window, click the red stop button and edit text and effects if required.
Adding a clock
Right click on Program1 and select Add Program right click on Program2 and
select Add Clock for an analogue clock or Datetime for a digital clock. Select
the options as required in the Options dialogue box for digital or Dial plate for
analogue.
Due to the aspect ratio of the display it is recommended that the W and H pixel
values are matched to give the best utilization of display area, when using an
analogue clock.
The clock does not auto update for daylight saving time. Therefore during each
daylight saving event the Export to USB must be undertaken to re-sync the
internal real time clock. The clock time is retained even when switched off by
an internal battery. The battery life is up to 10 years.
Adding multiple text fields
Right click on Program1 and select Add Program right click on Program2 and
select Add RTF, right click again and select Add RTF. You should now have two
text boxes named Text1 and Text2.
In the Options for Text1, change the H to equal ½ of the screen height in
pixels, for example if the screen is 32 pixels high enter 16.
In the Options for Text2, change the Y & H to equal ½ of the screen height in
pixels, for example if the screen is 32 pixels high enter 16.
Each text window operates independently of the other. This means each half
can have different fonts, colors and fading effects. Click on the Program2 in the
Panel field and press the red play button to preview the interaction between
the two text fields.
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Adding Images and video
Right click on Program1 and select Add Program right click on Program2 and
select Add Media. In the File path click Browse locate the directory where the
file is located.

For best results it is highly recommended that the resolution of the graphic file
matches that of the screen, other aspect ratios can cause poor image
rendering and look distorted.
Video can be uploaded in the same manner except instead of the graphics file
a video file is uploaded. Since the display has limited memory, the video length
should not exceed a few minutes.
Press

to upload the completed file to the display.

Finally disconnect from the TF-WiFi xx network using windows and reconnect
to your normal WiFi network.
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